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Anarchist Bitch

Judge and prepare to be Judged

- Blog
- The Former Liberated Space

Vacation, just had to get away

Posted June 19, 2008

A preview of your vacation reply
From: jpsaratssshotmail.com
Sent: Thu 6/19/08 8:16 PM
To: jpsaratssshotmail.com

Thanks for your email about the Libertarian Party and libertarian activism. I check this account every two to three days.

As I am phasing out my role in Libertarian Party over the course of this LNC term, I am happy to forward your emails to someone who can address your questions, comments and concerns.

(READ: Find someone who gives a fuck.)
Angela asked questions. Angela bad. Don't ask questions. Sit down and shut up.

Friends don't let friends join the LP.

See you in November.
If you missed this historic event, you can watch it here.


11 Responses to “Back from the Rally for the Republic”

1. on September 3, 2008 at 10:06 pm Fred Church Ortiz

I didn’t realize referencing the FBI website amounted to a conspiracy theory. Maybe Weigel thinks they just fell 7 years behind on updating it.

2. on September 3, 2008 at 10:08 pm Fred Church Ortiz

Did you go the seminar on Sunday disinter?

3. on September 3, 2008 at 10:17 pm disinter

No, didn’t make that.

4. on September 3, 2008 at 11:17 pm Tommy

McCain could never inspire this many people with his message, nor could he attract a larger audience by letting people come to his convention free of charge.

Ron Paul and his message alone brings in a packed house, even if each spectator entering the building had to pay $17.76 apiece.

5. on September 4, 2008 at 8:29 pm daddysteve

All in all, this seems like a good beginning.

6. on September 5, 2008 at 12:00 am Angela Keaton

Weigel wrote exactly what you said he would. Dave must have attended a different event than we did.


The LP booth got spiffed up hours later but as an LNC rep I wasn’t thrilled. Austin Petersen did get a banner up. The posed pics with Mike Ferguson and Austin did look better than what we had seen earlier that day. Still, they need to put more effort into those displays if they want to be taken seriously.

Not by me of course. I gave up months ago. The LP is hopeless.

7. on September 5, 2008 at 3:20 pm Dave Weigel

Sure, bringing Bircers into your rally as co-sponsors and letting one of them speak as your “special guest” is good for the movement. Letting Jesse Ventura bellyache about 9/11 from your stage? Also good for the movement. Spooking your MC to such a degree that he leaves halfway through the rally. Brilliant! Populist!

Reporting on this is trashing Ron Paul? Nope. It’s up to RP to build a movement that doesn’t send average Americans away running and screaming. Barack Obama doesn’t bring Jeremiah Wright and Bill Ayers onstage, so why does RP bring these clowns?

http://disinter.wordpress.com/2008/09/03/back-from-the-rally-for-the-republic/ 10/19/2008
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The Boston Tea Party | Facebook

Facebook helps you connect and share with the people in your life.

The Boston Tea Party

Group

Basic Info
Type: Organization - Political Organizations
Description: the Boston Tea Party
Time to party like it's 1773!

This is the Facebook group of the Boston Tea Party, America's fastest growing libertarian political party.

Contact Info
Email: ToddAndrewBamett@gmail.com
Website: http://www.bostonteaparty.org
Location: New Baltimore, MI

Recent News
We are working on ballot access for write-in candidate status. In many states, that means registering our candidates and having identified electors. If you'd like to help, please visit bostonteaparty.com and contact us.

Our eleventh affiliate approved, California. Help us form a state affiliate in your state, please.

Our candidates are now on the ballot in Colorado, Tennessee, and Florida.

Members
Displaying 8 of 552 members

Discussion Board
Displaying 3 of 3 discussion topics

things left to do
1 post by 1 person. Updated on September 27, 2008 at 9:45pm

Sex sells, and the Boston Tea Party is a pump
2 posts by 2 people. Updated on August 30, 2008 at 7:26am

WE NEED ELECTORS IN MICHIGAN!
1 post by 1 person. Updated on July 31, 2008 at 6:10am

The Wall
Displaying 5 of 95 wall posts.
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http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=20731387177

10/10/2008
On 8/21/08, Keaton <angela@angelakeaton.com> wrote:

Brendan:

I think the world of your affiliate which is why I am appealing to you personally, those who will be affected and those who should know better.
You attended the LNC meeting in Pittsburgh, July '07 where this subject first came up. You witnessed a few members who have personal gripes with Professor Phillies, wave about papers, drop Mr. Winger's name and create that ol' time Libertarian Drama without which we'd barely exist.

Given that the Libertarian Party has ballot access in New Hampshire, the only motive behind this suit is to slap (or should that be SLAPP) Professor Phillies over his unwillingness to partake in the shenanigans of a particularly loud and--given the non-existent fund raising and public relations—not terribly productive faction.

Perhaps if the same members who fret so over having a different set of names on the ballot, spent a fraction of that worry actually doing constructive activism, one could impute sincerity.

Meanwhile, I don't wish to explain to donors why money is going to punish a long time party stalwart. Do the right thing. Say 'No' to Libertarian Drama.

Don't join this action.

In liberty,

Angela

Angela Keaton
At Large Representative
Libertarian National Committee
angela@angelakeaton.com

310-919-3677
The LNC Mail Bag
Posted by Keaton on June 13th, 2008
Membership in LP?
From: Keaton (angelaATangelakeaton.com)
Sent: Fri 6/13/08 9:39 AM
To: Jim Casarjian-Perry (jimATcasarjianperry.com); wredpathAThis.com;
michaelATangelvisiontech.com; rwsullyATcharter.net; starrcpaATpacbell.net;
chairATlptexas.org; nxxxx3@ATxx.com; rleewrightsATgmail.com; maryATruwart.com

Jim,

Yes, the LP has become an objectivist dystopia where whatever is good, decent and select is
verboten and whatever is mediocre, common and repulsive is glorified.

I understand that you can't place much confidence in officers who imagine that the deeply
troubled and usually unemployed M Carling should be given a position of authority while the
editor of the highly regarded Rational Review is deemed unfit to sit on our Platform
Committee.

Take the long view. Radicals for Capitalism just came out in paperback. Read, digest and
remember that if the party can survive Andre Marrou, it can survive a possible Root
indictment*, our leadership's male menopause and that thick legged hillbilly girl they tried to
put on the LNC, Mattson, her name was or something. I don't know. All those Christian types
married to their uncle cousins look the same to me.

Peace,

Keaton

*Tough shit, Wayne. You are a product, not a person.
Libertarian VP candidate responds to allegations of fraud

June 13th, 2008 · 12 Comments

Unsubstantiated reports originating from within the Libertarian Party say that Bob Barr’s running mate, Las Vegas gambling magnate Wayne Allyn Root, may soon be indicted on charges of fraud. Allegedly, there is an ongoing investigation into the sale of his last business.

Recently, IPR reported on the near-total absence of Root’s name from Bob Barr’s campaign Web site.

LNC at-large representative Angela Keaton spoke with Root just moments ago. Root said there is no pending investigation into the sale of his company. He also said he doesn’t feel that he’s been mistreated by the Barr campaign and expects to be included on the Barr2008 Web site any day now.

Wayne Allyn Root, like any accused, should be considered innocent until proven guilty. At this point, there are no official charges and no proof that he’s even under investigation. IPR chose to report the story only after Root responded to the allegations.

Filed Under: Libertarian Party

12 responses so far ↓

• 1 Deran // Jun 13, 2008 at 8:19 pm

Well, as the VP candidate, I am pretty sure Mr. Root can pony up as much of his own cash as he wishes toward the Barr/Root campaign. Too me, if he is not contributing large sums of cash what real good is he anyway to the campaign?

If Mr. Root has not been a major funder of the campaign, to me that would seem to indicate both Mr. Root is not so serious, and maybe has not the money previously hoped for.

I mean, isn’t Root on the ticket for the cashola?

• 2 Gene Trosper // Jun 13, 2008 at 8:29 pm

All that needs to be said by all the rumors posted on this site:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRte0S2a_dA

• 3 Thomas L. Knapp // Jun 13, 2008 at 8:44 pm

Deran,

During his campaign for the LP’s presidential nomination, Root transitioned in his public rhetoric from “business mogul” to “small businessman.”

While I found that odd at the time, it’s since occurred to me that there’s a perfectly innocent explanation that’s related to the perception that Root is going to write huge personal checks to the campaign. It’s like this:

While his business enterprises involve/handle millions of dollars, that doesn’t mean that Root himself personally has millions of dollars in the bank, liquid, just waiting to be spent on whatever strikes his fancy.

In point of fact, Root makes it clear in his 2005 book Millionaire Republican that he believes in “owning, not renting,” and that he believes in taking risks. It’s a good bet that a huge percentage of his technical net worth is always tied up in his enterprises; in mortgages rather than leases;

http://www.independentpoliticalreport.com/2008/06/libertarian-vp-candidate-responds-to-a... 8/20/2008
Oh for crying out loud, can you all settle down for a moment? Let’s parse this out here.

First, since most of my recent posts have no context whatsoever, you are left to wonder what is real and what is mere invective (e.g., Paulie thinks Alicia Mattson is hot. I don’t.)

That said, my comments about Wayne refer to Jim C-P’s letter to me, Redpath, Starr, Sullentrup, Colley, et al. about his resignation from the party. I used the letter as an excuse to riff on Redpath’s inept decision making since his lobotomy and Sullentrup’s childish preferences. Wayne can bitch that he shouldn’t be used a prop in my stand up but he’s the goofus who thrust himself into the spotlight.

The reason why the joke was effective was that for whatever reason Wayne has a rep for being a scam artist. Does that mean Wayne’s a scammer? No. In fact, he has never given me that vibe.

Second, I am the one who printed the comment, not G.E., Knappster or anyone else.

Finally, Wayne rang my phone off the wall since he has nothing better to do with himself then read my friggin’ blog, like, I don’t know, maybe fucking campaign for the Vice Presidency of the U.S. The results of that conversation are posted on my blog as clearly fact.

As it stands, I have no reason not to believe him.

Keaton
----- Original Message -----  
Subject:[LnC-discuss] Dixon, Flood  
Date:Thu, 6 Nov 2008 18:57:08  
From:Keaton <angela@angelakeaton.com>  
To:LNC Discussion <lnC-discuss@hq.lp.org>, <whall@wnj.com>  

Volunteers:

Given the events of Tuesday, Mr. Dixon has revealed a rare moment of introspection but an unwillingness to face the actual reasons for the demise of the Libertarian Party. That’s a quite a step for Dixon though who really does have quite a bit for which to atone.

Mr. Flood would do well to remain in quiet contemplation unless he has a very public Mea Culpa.

By the way, I spent over two hours on the phone with two very unhappy libertarians from Polk County, Florida yesterday. They took the time to write long hateful letters. Given my station, I owe them something even if it was just apology for Cory and Barr’s tactless and rude comments to the members of LP Polk County.

Even though I found both members to be Christian Conservatives as opposed to libertarians, their frankness, passion and willingness to engage in street activism demands respect. Something several of you will have to work to regain for if you wish not to be the object of contempt by bloggers, volunteers and most importantly donors.

Speaking of which, I have started to contact the donors that Mr. Starr and I visited to apologize for my role in any deception on the part of this body with regard to the actions of Cory, Barr, Redpath and others. The money was accepted under fraudulent circumstances. They thought they were giving to the Libertarian Party to propagate libertarian ideas in the form of libertarian candidates.

With regard to the San Diego meeting, if any of you including your proxies Carling and Mattson attempt any such action as you did in DC, I will pursue every legal recourse.

Angela Keaton
The anti-Keaton Resolution, 9:20 a.m.

The hand out is "electronic communications decorum." (aka the anti-Keaton resolution, well not "the" anti-Keaton resolution, there will be many.)

Haugh and I discuss a Caucus with Mr. Wrights. None of yr business.

Kraus and I engage in assorted smart assery and cynicism.

New staff piece of ass, Casey. Dark, young and easy prey for a cougar like myself.

Guests include two members of the "Snowbird" Caucus: Audrey Capozzi, Vicki Kirkland, and Audrey’s son Bob.

Chair of LPMaryland Bob Johnston (?), Party stalwart Gene Hawkridge, Jeff Dinit, the stunning blond alt Heather Scott.

M Carling, Alicia Mattson are also here but we only cover the stars.

Donay Ferguson is here as well. I felt him up once when I was drunk. Reform Caucus people are so uptight.

The Admiral keeps saying hello. Must be the dress. Tomorrow, BTP tank top and thong…no I’ll will be wearing pants.

Staff reports continued, 1:34 p.m.

The very sexy Austin Petersen:

He’s going very fast but this is what I could catch: civil liberties and appeals to anti-corporatism get volunteers going. States were there is are strong volunteers in isolated areas should start meet ups. He also has them call talk radio. He’s working on DC org. He also have some graphs. He is also out in other organization (MPP, REason, etc.) in his spare time to build up networks.

He’s representing us at various events. He said that 70% of people that came by the Rally booth will vote for Barr, 15% are Mises Institute, Anti-state
The following e-mail was received from Robert Kraus at 9pm on the evening of December 4, 2008, in response to a query regarding the current status of the apology to staff by Angela Keaton for her actions of September 6, 2008.

Per our phone conversation, here is what I said privately to some of your fellow board members, Casey (who was more embarrassed than offended) has not yet been approached by Angela with any apology.

Also, I might ad (in the meeting if asked - or feel free to share this with the LNC), that even if one finds such inappropriate comments to be "flattering" (such as in the case of Austin, or perhaps yourself) that doesn't make saying such things "right."

Our policy is clear: "it is to be expected that libertarians treat each other with professional respect, thoughtful consideration, and fundamental decency. Violation of this expectation by members of the Party not only risks substantial legal penalties, it also undermines the very legitimacy of the Party and the honor of its members. Violation of this expectation by members of the LNC, whether towards other LNC members or HQ staff, is therefore especially egregious."

It goes on to say the following: Any behavior, whether verbal or physical, that clearly offends a reasonable person – libertarian or not – must be avoided.

Any interaction which might be interpreted as abusing the apparent employer-employee relationship must be avoided. This applies to interactions of LNC members with staff.

You must exercise your own good judgment to avoid any conduct that may be perceived by others as harassment.

Fact: Angela’s actions towards Casey and Austin were not “professional” and does expose us to legal liability.

Fact: I am personally offended when a member of the LNC treats either myself or one of my staff in an unprofessional manner. I am personally offended that a new employee, days on the job, had to be a “subject” in Angela’s blog posting.

Fact: I personally like Angela, as do the staff members who have gotten to know her. However those personal feelings do not have anything to do with the fact that she said something that could clearly offend a reasonable person or may be perceived by others as harassment. Thus, it is not whether the subject of the inappropriate comments is personally offended – BUT - if it may be perceived as inappropriate behavior by others – and clearly Angela’s comments have been perceived as inappropriate by others.

Fact: There is NO EXCUSE NOT TO APOLOGIZE for such behavior.

Thanks again!

Robert

Robert S. Kraus - Dir of Operations
Operations@LP.org
Libertarian National Committee
2600 Virginia Ave NW #200
Washington, DC 20037
Ph: 202.333.0008 x 231
Fx: 703.935.8015
Anarchist Bitch

Judge and prepare to be Judged

- Blog
- The Former Liberated Space

Muddy and LadyGaura are correct..

Posted June 16, 2008

LB is a master of photoshop hate.

Luka Skywalker meets her father, Darth Herr Vader.
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The anti-Keaton Resolution, 9:20 a.m.

The handout is “electronic communications decorum.” (aka the anti-Keaton resolution, well not “the” anti-Keaton resolution, there will be many.)

Haugh and I discuss a Caucus with Mr. Wrights. None of yr business.

Kraus and I engage in assorted smart assery and cynicism.

New staff piece of ass, Casey. Dark, young and easy prey for a cougar like myself.

Guests include two members of the “Snowbird” Caucus: Audrey Capozzi, Vicki Kirkland, and Audrey’s son Bob.

Chair of LPMaryland Bob Johnston (?), Party stalwart Gene Hawkridge, Jeff Dimit, the stunning blond alt Heather Scott.

M Carling, Alicia Mattson are also here but we only cover the stars.

Donny Ferguson is here as well. I felt him up once when I was drunk. Reform Caucus people are so uptight.

The Admiral keeps saying hello. Must be the dress. Tomorrow, BTP tank top and thong…no I’ll will be wearing pants.

Treasurer’s Report, 9:38 a.m.

Will scan. Starr claims that they will be 100,000 in THE BLACK. He then goes on to say that fund raising goes down in the year after the election.

Dixon asks about money spent on NASCAR and Rally for America. He says it is way over budget. Why was so much money spent? Kraus said it was for outreach. Starr says there are two theories on a budget.

Aaron, baby, spins. Pat ain’t buying.

Pat: Unless you really have an authorization, you really don’t have a budget.

Robert Kraus: Stuff happens. Stop micro managing. Raise money where you need to do it.

Pat: Budget should be annual.

Dr. Jim: Do you think that the LNC needs to be better informed on these matters?

Pat: Why do we overspend?

Julie starts combing over the budget. She ain’t screwing around either. Julie’s pretty hot. I love a women who grills the staff and officers about rent.

Aaron gives Redpath props for running up his FEC limit. Got to give Redpath that. He puts his money where his mouth is.
Anarchist Bitch

Judge and prepare to be Judged

- Blog
- The Former Liberated Space

The LNC Mail Bag

Posted June 13, 2008
Membership in LP
From: Keaton (angelaATangelakeaton.com)
Sent: Fri 6/13/08 9:39 AM
To: MichaelATangelvisiontech.com; rwsullyATcharter.net; starrCPAATpacbell.net;
chairATlptexas.org; nxxxxx3@ATxx.com; rleewright ATgmail.com; maryATruwart.com

Jim,

Yes, the LP has become an objectivist dystopia where whatever is good, decent and select is verboten and whatever is mediocre, common and repulsive is glorified.
I understand that you can’t place much confidence in officers who imagine that the deeply troubled and usually unemployed M Carling should be given a position of authority while the editor of the highly regarded Rational Review is deemed unfit to sit on our Platform Committee.

Take the long view. Radicals for Capitalism just came out in paperback. Read, digest and remember that if the party can survive Andre Marrou, it can survive a possible Root indictment, our leadership’s male menopause and that thick legged hillbilly girl they tried to put on the LNC, Mattson, her name was or something. I don’t know. All those Christian types married to their uncle cousins look the same to me.

Peace,

Keaton

No Comment

No comments yet

Leave a reply

You must be logged in to post a comment.
Then it got weird..., 9:49 a.m.

I left an executive session. I had no idea this was coming.

Said in ExSession. I'm within my rights to reveal this:

We don’t have a contract b/t the Harr Camp and LNC b/c....Cory asserted to both Carling and Redpath that they were afraid that someone would reveal data. I didn’t know what the hell they were talking about until it was further explained that Cory was afraid that I would misuse “data.”

Why this is ExSession? No idea. To Redpath’s credit, he, Ruwart and several other believed that this was an excuse. That I am a scape goat.

Well, doesn’t that beat all?

The decomm motion, 11:07 a.m.
Acts of Contrition

Posted June 15, 2008   Comments(2)

Before faux malcontents and conformists like Martin Luther and Moses Mendelssohn spewed their brand of reformism upon Western Civilization, religion had the social function of demanding that people do right as opposed to feelin' good and fitting in.

I don't feel so good but I've earned it.

To Susan Hogarth, you can see through a glass clearly. For in any way I have enriched your detractors, I am humbly sorry.

To Ernie Hancock, you are an activist. I'm a mere "administrator." Not one goddamn thing happened last term on the LNC to increase freedom for anyone, anywhere.

To Rob Power and Brian Miller, you were right. I didn't fight hard enough. I put on my wedding set, tried a "married" name and wore the dress rendering myself invisible. This is what I wrote to the LNC when Mr. Barr was first approached to join us:

Â

While it is certainly no concern of mine whether Region 4 has the bones of Ludwig von Mises or a rhesus monkey as a representative, there is not universal acceptance from Outright Libertarians and others GBLT members of the LP on the matter of Mr. Barr.

As the only out bisexual on the LNC, I was contacted by Mr. Powers on Mr. Barr's position on the Defense of Marriage Act.

I don't really give a damn either way (the proper libertarian position is no state sanction for anyone), but let's try to restrain ourselves with high praise since some of you had to realize this was not going to be greeted without controversy.

This is what I should have said: Great. Tell Bob I have sex with other women. Lesbian sex. Dyke sex. Gayelle. Queer. The first Liberated Space promo was set to Ani DiFranco. Gay. Very, very gay. And I'll be sitting right next to him.

To Jim Duesing, I'm a coward. Ms. Free Speech uber alles did nothing while Aaron Starr and
Steve Gordon projected their lower middle class insecurities upon those of us who have seen the world and are not afraid of dissent, difference, and eccentricity.

To BetteRose Ryan, I'm a big puss. I sacrificed my bohemian creds to maintain a completely worthless middle class privilege. Starr, Carling and Cory were savaging you in an executive session over the Shotgun Willie's booth. Starr insisted that it scared off other vendors. Scared off whom? Here ya go, you lying posers: I danced from Austin to Vegas. I've worked in the best and worst clubs. I've been paid $1000 to do nothing but sit for thirty minutes. I've spoken to more men about libertarianism while dressed as a school girl than any of you will in your tacky double knit polyester suits.

To Starchild, you took me back, no questions asked. I don't know what I did to deserve such friendship, but I'm grateful.

To Jason Seagraves and Mike Nelson, I hid in the back when you defended the front lines. This time I lead the charge.

To the late Terry Liberty Parker, for not understanding the wisdom when received. There ain't nothing I need at the Watergate. The movement is out there.
The following e-mail was sent to the National Chairman and counsel on Friday, November 07, 2008 12:45 AM. The subject was “Overview of conversation with Angela Keaton.”

Bill,

As I mentioned to you on the phone this afternoon, I received a call today from Angela Keaton.

I am sending a copy of this message to Bill Hall so that he is also aware of this incident.

According to my cell phone, the call came in at 4:08pm and lasted for 38 seconds. The call was quite confusing and most certainly hostile in nature. Angela immediately began threatening me, telling me that she would take legal action against me and my friends if we tried to do anything to her at the LNC meeting. She then said that she'd take whatever action was necessary. I asked her if she was threatening me. I could not understand her response, so I asked her again and she said that she was threatening me. She said that I'd done things to her that I'd pay for and that handcuffs would be the least of my worries -- that she'd have things done to me.

Her tone of voice was extremely angry. She spoke rapidly, and I found it difficult to cut in to ask why she was threatening me. After she said that she'd have things done to me I repeated again that she was threatening me then said goodbye and hung up the phone. I did not respond with any threats of any kind at any point in the conversation or make any remarks other than to ask her if she was threatening me and why.

A few of the words that she said were not clear and she was speaking rapidly and angrily into the phone. I am certain that I missed hearing a few other words while trying to interrupt her to figure out what was going on. The part of the conversation noted above includes just the words that I heard clearly.

While I certainly don't believe that she would personally attack me, her threat was obviously to have others do something to me. She intended me to believe it was a threat of bodily harm, suggesting quite clearly that I'd be hurt or killed. The statement "I can have things done to you" is not something that should be ignored, nor is its meaning unclear to me.

Could she do this? Would she? I believe that she is unstable and that it is certainly not outside of the realm of possibilities that she intends physical harm to me and possibly other board members that she identified as my "friends." It wasn’t clear by her use of the word "you" if she meant just me or was including other LNC members in her threat of physical harm.

While I would hope that she was simply making statements while in a temporarily unstable and angry state of mind, I must consider this to be a credible threat. There are a number of people who strongly believe that I and others invaded the party and are secretly working as republicans to destroy it. Some of them are capable of “doing something” if Ms Keaton were to encourage them.

This was not the first time that I have been threatened with harm since being elected to the LNC, but it was the first time that Angela Keaton has been the person who threatened me.

Stewart Flood

LNC Region 4 Representative